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INVITATION OF COMPETITION  
 

The Békessy Béla Vívóklub and the Olimpici Public Benefit 
Foundation on behalf of the Hungarian Fencing Federation 

 
 
has the honor to invite Your competitors, coaches and leaders of Your fencing club of the competitors to the 

 

Competition of Remembrance of Gyula Fülöp, 
OLIMPICI Grand Prix.  

The competions are held for EPÉE weapon in individual for 
MINIS, KIDS, NOVICES and ADOLESCENTS – girls and boys. 

 
Venue Bocskai István Két Tanítási Nyelvű Általános Iskola Sport Hall 
  4242 Hajdúhadház, Szilágyi Dániel street 2–4. 

Participants In age group Mini* born after 01.01.2013. 
  In age group Kid born between 01.01.2011. – 31.12.2012. 
  In age group Novice born between 01.01.2010. – 31.12.2012. 
  In age group Adolescent born between 01.01.2009. – 31.12.2012. 
 
* They are NOT allowed to compete in other age groups! 
 
 
Schedule      

Friday, 6th of october 2023. Kid boys 11.00 Kid girls 14.00

Saturday, 7th of october 2023. Novice boys 09.00 Mini boys 11.00
  Opening 11.00 Novice girls 14.00

Sunday, 8th of october 2023. Adolescent boys 09.00 Mini girls 11.00
  Adolescent girls 12.00   

Entry fee 3.500 HUF/person entry for one category. 2.000 HUF/person for each additional category. 
 
Registration 
1. Online entry registration: closes Tuesday 12.00 (October 3th, 2023.) 
2. Entry at the venue: at least half an hour before start of the actual competition. 
 

From the season of 2018/19 foreign fencers MUST be registered online through the info-system of 
the Hungarian Fencing Federation. Individual registrations are not available anymore: registrations 
are only available through national federations or sportclubs to enter competitors into the database 
of our events. All federations or clubs can have only ONE online access, which will be valid in the 
future. 
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Access inquiry via e-mail: registration@hunfencing.hu Access site: http://www.nevezes.hunfencing.hu 
Registration’s deadline: 1st of december 2022., Thursday 12.00  
Your data will not be used for reasons other than registration by Hungarian Fencing Federation, which promises not to share or sell 
your data with 3rd parties. 
 

Entry registrations at the venue start an hour before the actual event at a dedicated desk in the Sport Hall.  
Final deadline of registration is strictly 30 minutes before the indicated start time of the actual event. Please 
be on time, this is a competition which involves many people! The DT has the right to decline entry to late 
arrivals. Please be sure that the ID of competitors are not taken from the registration desk until the 
registration is completed, or paying the fee, otherwise it is impossible for the DT to enter the ID’s owner into 
competion! 
 
Fencers are expected to hold a valid licence or competitor ID with a valid medical certificate, or photo ID which 
proves date of birth. It can be passport, national ID or student card. If parents, coaches are worried of the risk 
of losing their passports, please bring alternative photo ID which also proves date of birth. 
 
Formula  
According to the general rules of the Hungarian Fencing Federarion, Olimpici GP has its own competition 
formula. However, the DT is entitled to change the formula just before the start of any event! 
 
Mini competitions.  
1. Up to 40 competitors there will be 2 rounds of poules (4 
hits, 1×3 mins, 6–7 fencers), no elimination after the poules. 
Both rounds of poules count towards the direct elimination 
ranking list.  
2. Over 40 competitors, only 1 round of poules (4 hits, 1×3 
mins, 6–7 fencers) no elimination after the poules.  
Direct elimination tableau of 32 for the first 32 fencers (10 
hits, 2×3 mins) 
From place 33 competitors fence in poules for final ranking 
(4 hits, 1×3 mins, 3/4/5 fencers). 

 
Kid competitions  
1 round of poules with elimination (5 hits, 1×3 mins, 6–7 
fencers). 
128 advances, elimination from the 129th place. 
Direct tableau of 128 (10 hits, 2×3 mins). 

 
Novice competitions  
1 round of poules (5 hits, 1×3 mins, 6–7 fencers), no 
elimination!  
Direct tableau (15 hits, 3×3 mins). 

 
Adolescent competitions  
1 round of poules (5 hits, 1×3 mins, 6–7 fencers), 20% 
elimination.  
Direct tableau (15 hits, 3×3 mins). 

 

Equipment and safety rules  
– According to the rules of the FIE and the Hungarian Fencing Federation fencers in all age groups must be 
equipped with fencing gear that matches the general safety regulations: compulsory to wear underplastron 
with FIE label of 800 NW; mask, jacket and breeches with FIE label of 350 NW.  
– All masks must pass our mask control before the events! Please take extra care of your masks! Double check 
them with professionals before travelling! We take the following FIE-rule strictly: „If a mask cannot pass the 
control, the control person is going to make that mask visibly unusable in the presence of the involved fencer or their 
captain.” Masks with painted scary mask designs are forbidden. 
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– In Mini age group weapons must be fitted with blades size ZERO, and small guards. This is compulsory! Of 
course the other aspects of the weapon such as the weight, the gauge and the curve of the blade, will be checked 
by the referees. 
 

– Medical presence is ensured by the organisers. 
– Organisers take no responsibility for lost or stolen property! 
 
 

Renumerates  
In each event, medals will be awarded to the first eight fencers.  
 

 

In kid, novice and adolescent events 1st and 2nd places receive a valued PBT-voucher. However, there is a 
chance for each competitor to win the same voucher just like the 1st – with the „Lucky Pi System” operated by 
a random-selector software. 
 

Referees  
– The fencing clubs which are organising a tournament in the actual season provide one, or if it’s possible two 
referees free of charge – for the other clubs organising competitions in the same season.  
– The bouts from tableau 16 are lead by the four main referees who are sent officialy by the Hungarian 
Fencing Federation. 
– Henceforth, the entrants of foreign nations must provide referees as following: 
One referee: if a nation registered 4–8 entrants for an event (for example kid boys). 
Two referees: if a nation registered 9, or more entrants for an event.  
Please note, these referees are requested per foreign nation, not per each club that enters the competition. 
Therefore, we suggest making agreements with fellow clubs. If a nation is unable or won’t ensure referees, that 
nation must pay 50 EUR penalty to the host club of the competition. If the foreign nations deny paying the 
penalty, it will result in exclusion of all entrants from that nation.  
Olimpici GP competition is not dealing with names of foreign clubs anymore, all the foreign fencers will be 
registered by the name of their nations. 
 
 
 

Basic range of goods of PBT Hungary Ltd. are available during the GP!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Optional accomodations: 

Debrecen 
https://www.debrecen.hu/hu/turista/tervezze-meg-latogatasat/ 

 
 


